
The Mosaic 
 
 
Stepping out onto the sidewalk of the chaotic city street, I absorb everything. A deep breath 
in as I walk to the crossing. A neon man encourages me to venture out onto the road and I 
know the white noise of the city has enveloped me for the day.  
 
My feet create a steady rhythm as I begin toward the meeting place. Louise will be waiting. 
Yellow cabs swoosh past like a flock of birds but a whistle pierces the air, rising above the 
hubbub and I see one car peeling from the group to pull up at the kerb with a screech; a 
frantic-looking middle aged man in a suit heaves open the door and slides in with one 
smooth motion, the cab barely stopping. 
 
A playground looms and I witness a child in a green parka tumbling from the bottom of the 
shiny slide into the mat below, face first. His mouth opens momentarily to a wide O, tears 
begin streaming down the reddened face and a long, high-pitched scream resounds. The 
nanny rushes over “It’s okay, it’s okay,” pointless comfort as the boy struggles in her arms. I 
turn my head and keep walking. 
 
I snake through the clank of metal on concrete, a jackhammer firing like a semiautomatic 
weapon; I hunch my shoulders and press on. The cacophony of the construction site 
becomes an afterthought as I realise, walking along a more densely populated street, that 
all around are Russians, Germans, Japanese and of course Americans of different flavours. 
New York is touted as a melting pot of cultures but from my perspective it’s a mosaic. 
Different people next to each other, separated by the grout which yes, holds us together, 
but also prevents us from touching. No one talks to anyone dissimilar to themselves. 
 
Through the now-thundering wind, my cold ears think they sense two girls up ahead giggle, 
as they avoid the whoooooosh of subway steam. Grabbing a hold of one another, almost 
pushing each other over. Maybe one says “He just told her he loved her, and couldn’t be 
without her!” The other probably laughs and responds,  
“what about Linda?” 
 
I arrive, no one reacting to the low churning of the orange vessel straining toward us. 
There’s Louise, waiting under the enormous Y of FERRY. Her eyes light up.  
“How are you?!” I sign with my hands excitedly, my smile spreading. 


